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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a question answering system on document images which is capable of numerical
reasoning over extracted structured data. The system performs optical character recognition, detection of key
attributes in text, generation of a numerical reasoning program, and its execution with the values of key attributes
as operands. OCR includes the steps of bounding boxes detection and recognition of text from bounding boxes. The
extraction of key attributes, such as quantity and price of goods, total etc., is based on the BERT token classification
model. For expression generation we investigated the rule-based approach and the T5-base model and found that
T5 is capable of generalization to expression types unseen in the training set. The proposed architecture of the
question answering system utilizes the structure of independent blocks, each of which can be enhanced or replaced
while keeping other components unchanged. The proposed model was evaluated in the Receipt-AVQA competition
and on FUNSD dataset.
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Аннотация

В данной работе описывается система для ответа на вопросы по изображениям с текстом с
возможностью численного рассуждения по извлеченным структурированным данным. Система
выполняет распознавание текста на изображении, определение ключевых атрибутов в тексте, ге-
нерацию выражения для численного рассуждения и его выполнение с ключевыми атрибутами
в качестве аргументов. Распознавание текста включает в себя следующие этапы: определение
областей с текстом на изображении и последующий перевод их в текст. Извлечение ключевых
атрибутов, таких как количество и цена товаров, сумма и т. д. выполняется моделью классифи-
кации токенов на основе BERT. Для генерации выражений были исследованы подход на основе
правил и модель T5-base и установлено, что T5 способен к обобщению на типы выражений, не
встречающиеся в обучающей выборке. Архитектура вопросно-ответной системы реализована в
виде набора независимых блоков, каждый из которых может быть заменен или улучшен при
сохранении остальных компонентов неизменными. Предложенная модель была применена в со-
ревновании Receipt-AVQA и протестирована на датасете FUNSD.

Ключевые слова: ответ на вопросы по изображениям, распознавание текста, изображения
товарных чеков, классификация токенов, численные рассуждения
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1 Introduction

Visual Question Answering (VQA) is the task of finding an answer given an image and a question in
natural language. Text VQA is the subfield of VQA which involves reading text on images such as sign-
boards, receipts, documents etc. Answering to the questions about text on images requires performing
optical character recognition and fusion of text and image representations.

One of the first approaches to VQA (Kazemi and Elqursh, 2017) was based on processing of an image
with CNN, a question with RNN, attention between question and image representations and classification
of possible answers. A similar approach to Text VQA (Singh et al., 2019) includes recognition of text on
images and obtaining scene text representations. Pretraining of Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) on
images and recognized text (Yang et al., 2021), (Li et al., 2021b), (Biten et al., 2022) with the objective
functions of masked language modeling, masked image modeling and word-patch alignment improves
the quality of question answering.

In our paper we describe the system for extraction of structured information from document images
and subsequent question answering. The system can be applied to understanding receipt or form images
which has many applications in industry. For example, information, extracted from receipts, is useful to
keep track of customers’ expenses or to optimize the supply chain of companies. The system is capable
of numerical reasoning over extracted key attributes during answer generation. The question answering
system includes the following components: building a numerical reasoning expression for the question,
extraction of structured information from the image and execution of the expression with extracted values
as operands. This pipeline-based approach enables replacement of any component for more elaborate
one and makes the process of answer generation interpretable. The model was trained and evaluated
on Receipt-AVQA dataset which contains receipt images, text and questions and FUNSD (Jaume et al.,
2019) dataset of form images. The proposed system scored MASE of 0.1164 on QA track and 0.2331 on
VQA track of Receipt-AVQA competition and achieves competitive performance (F1=78.4) on FUNSD
dataset.

2 Related Work

Text VQA. Question answering on images with textual content, such as signboards, recepts, invoices
etc. (Singh et al., 2019), (Biten et al., 2019), (Mishra et al., 2019), has been an active area of research
in last years. TextVQA (Singh et al., 2019) is one of the first datasets which contains questions related
to text on images. The authors of the dataset proposed the LoRRa model, which is based on fusion of
question, image and OCR text representations, and subsequent classification on the vocabulary words.
The model (Mishra et al., 2019) performs text block extraction and defines which of the blocks con-
tains the answer. Unlike the approaches of late fusion of image and text representations, obtained with
CNNs (Lin et al., 2017), (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) and LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997), M4C (Hu et al., 2020) is a multimodal Transformer which takes as input the embeddings of
question words, detected words and OCR tokens. The answer is generated in autoregressive way with
dynamic pointer network. M4C outperforms previous approaches on TextVQA dataset.

Pretraining of language models on images and recognized text leads to further improvements in the
task of Text VQA, because it gives better joint representations than a sole objective toward correct an-
swer. In Text-Aware Pre-training (Yang et al., 2021) embeddings of text words, visual objects and scene
text are fed into the multi-modal Transformer, pretrained with masked-language modeling (MLM), rel-
ative position prediction and image-text matching objectives. Layout Transformer (Biten et al., 2022) is
pretrained on text with spatial cues (coordinates of the text region) on denoising task. In SelfDoc (Li et
al., 2021b) the Transformer takes as input sentence embeddings of the text from the document and em-
beddings of object proposals and is pretrained with MLM objective. ERNIE-Layout (Peng et al., 2022)
adopts a reading order prediction task in pre-training and spatial-aware disentangled attention mechan-
ism. LayoutLMv3 (Huang et al., 2022) is pretrained with unified text and image masking and word-patch
alignment to learn cross-modal alignment. LayoutLMv3 achieves SOTA performance on text-centric and
image-centric VQA tasks.

Sequence Tagging. In our system relevant numerical values are extracted from receipt OCR text using
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sequence tagging method, which involves matching categorical labels to sequence items. Its classical
examples are Part-of-speech tagging and Named Entity Recognition. The common approach to sequence
tagging involves encoding of text tokens with BiLSTM (Lample et al., 2016), CNN (Ma and Hovy, 2016)
or pretrained language models (Devlin et al., 2018a) (Bao et al., 2020) and subsequent classification of
hidden states or Conditional Random Field layer (Lafferty et al., 2001).

Generation of expressions for numerical reasoning Questions in Receipt-AVQA require numerical
reasoning, which is commonly performed with encoder-decoder architecture. ELASTIC (Zhang and
Moshfeghi, 2022) encodes a task text with RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and separately generates operators
and operands for the final mathematical expression. In the work of (Cobbe et al., 2021) GPT3 (Brown et
al., 2020) models generate a chain of reasoning and verify it to validate reasoning correctness.

3 Task and data

Receipt-AVQA is a question answering task that requires answering a quantitative question related to
a given receipt instance. The task comprises two tracks: Visual Question Answering and Question
Answering. In the VQA track, the receipts’ instances are provided as images, while in the QA track,
participants are given all text tokens from receipts along with their coordinates.

There are three types of questions: amount, count, and ratio, which denote the expected answer type.
Each receipt uses one of two currencies: Malaysian ringgit and Indonesian rupiah, which have different
scales. Participants have access to question types and currencies, as well as lists of operations required
to calculate the answer (e.g., subtraction, sorting).

The participants’ solutions are evaluated using the metric, based on MASE score. Specifically, all
questions are divided into six groups based on question type and currency, and MASE values are calcu-
lated for each group, the scores are then averaged. The task and evaluation method pose difficulties, as
answers can lie in a wide range.

The dataset consists of 21,837 questions (16,611 in the training subset, 2,302 in the development
subset, and 2,924 in the testing subset) and 1,957 receipts (1,537 in the training subset, 210 in the
development subset, and 210 in the testing subset).

4 Method

The scheme of the proposed approach is depicted in Figure 1. Optical character recognition (4.1) is used
to transform a photo of a receipt into textual information, thereby reducing the VQA task to a QA task.
The Attribute Extractor (4.3) extracts numerical information and structures it. The Question Processor
(4.2) accepts a question and generates a mathematical expression. Finally, the Answer Generator (4.4)
produces an answer from the receipt contents (constructed by the Attribute Extractor) and the expression.

4.1 Image-to-Text Extraction
Text recognition in our model is performed in the following steps:

• Detection of regions with text on the image;
• Cropping the text regions and feeding them into the model, which generates text;
• Splitting text regions into lines and sorting by the line number from top to bottom and within the

line from left to right (using the coordinates of detected text regions).
The text detection component utilizes the PP-OCRv3 (Li et al., 2022) architecture. PP-OCRv3 in-

cludes the Path Aggregation Network (PAN)(Liu et al., 2018) for the calculation of feature maps and the
Feature Pyramid Network(Lin et al., 2017) for object detection (regions on the image with text in our
case). We trained PP-OCRv3 on bounding boxes with the text from the train split of the Receipt-AVQA-
2023 dataset. The model was trained in three epochs with a batch size of 8, learning rate of 0.001, and
achieved precision=0.899, recall=0.905 on the dev split. An example of detected text regions can be seen
in Figure 2. Text recognition in detected regions is based on the Transformer encoder-decoder TrOCR
model (Li et al., 2021a).
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Receipt image

Answer

OCR

Receipt
Processor

Answer
Generator

Ques�on
Processor

Ques�on
What is change 
to cash ra�o?

Receipt
Contents

Expression
DIV(CHANGE, CASH)

Receipt text

Figure 1: Model scheme

Figure 2: An example of text detection using PP-OCRv3.

4.2 Question Processor
Question Processor transforms questions in English into mathematical expressions. Expressions provide
exhaustive information on how to generate an answer provided all variables. We analyzed two approaches
to question processing: a rule-based approach and a generative model. Description of expression struc-
ture can be found in Appendix A.1.
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4.2.1 Rule-Based Question Processing
We divided questions into 50 groups, each with its own expression. To figure out which group a question
belongs to, each group of questions is matched against a regular expression, which represents the group.
For instance, questions «What is the average price of a position?» and «What is the mean price of a po-
sition?» belong to the same group with expression DIV(SUM(AMOUNTS),COUNT(AMOUNTS)) and regex
’What is the (average|mean) price of a position?’. Then, all numbers from the question
are extracted, and they will be used to substitute NUM1 and NUM2 later (if NUM1 and NUM2 are needed).

This approach is sufficient for the competition as participants have access to questions and new types
of questions can be added manually.

4.2.2 T5 Question Processing
Since the rule-based approach does not generalize to new questions, we decided to develop an approach
based on a generative model. We generated expressions for all questions from the train subset and fine-
tuned T5-base (Raffel et al., 2020) to yield an expression given a question. The T5-base was trained on
1 epoch with a batch size of 32, AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017), a learning rate of
1.5× 10−4, weight decay of 0.01, 𝛽𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽𝛽2 = 0.999, 𝜀𝜀 = 10−8.

4.3 Attribute Extractor
The purpose of Attribute Extractor is extracting and structuring necessary numerical data of a receipt.
This structured data is referred to as Receipt Contents in the model scheme 1. For each receipt we keep
its general values (e. g. total, tax), and for each good we keep its unit price, quantity and total price. The
example of receipt contents is shown in Figure 3.

{
  "card": null,
  "cash": null,
  "change": null,
  "discount": 19000.0,
  "goods": [
    {
      "price": 59000.0,
      "quantity": 1.0,
      "total": 59000.0
    },
    {
      "price": 190000.0,
      "quantity": 1.0,
      "total": 190000.0
    },
    

   

   {
      "price": 10000.0,
      "quantity": 1.0,
      "total": 10000.0
    }
  ],
  "round": null,
  "service": 9600.0,
  "subtotal": null,
  "tax": 52416.0,
  "total": 302016.0
}

Figure 3: train/receipt_00003 image and corresponding contents in json format

4.3.1 Line Breaking
The textual information of a receipt comprises a set of words along with the coordinates of the rectangles
containing them. To facilitate further text processing, the set of rectangles is divided into subsets of lines.
A greedy algorithm is used for line splitting, which prioritizes pairs of rectangles with large intersections.
Since the receipt is split into lines, coordinates are no longer required.

4.3.2 Rule-Based Approach
Given a sequence of receipt lines, a rule-based attribute extractor produces structured information about
the receipt. The algorithm is divided into two parts: parsing goods and parsing general information.

In the first part, the rule-based attribute extractor creates a list of goods by searching for the unit price,
quantity, and total price for each position. In the second part, the extractor finds general values (such as
change or service fee), more details are given in Appendix A.2.

However, this approach has several flaws. Firstly, the set of strategies is not exhaustive and the model
cannot handle novel formats of goods. Secondly, it cannot handle receipts with a non-unified format of
goods. Lastly, it cannot parse lines containing two or more general values.
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4.3.3 BERT Approach
First, we describe the process of constructing the training dataset for our BERT approach. We used the
rule-based method mentioned above to generate receipt contents for the training subset. We considered
the rule-based approach to have produced the correct receipt contents for a receipt if, when using this
content, the entire model produced the correct answers to all questions for that receipt. We then ruled
out incorrect receipts, and this formed the training dataset for our BERT approach.

To generate receipt contents, we used two BERT-base models (Devlin et al., 2018b) referred to as
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙. Both models were used for a tagging problem, where the sequence to be
tagged is the concatenation of a receipt’s lines. 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 predicted tokens containing general values
(e.g., tokens B-TOTAL and O-TOTAL) or information about a particular good (tokens B-POSITION and
O-POSITION). Similarly, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙 predicted tokens containing values related to goods (e.g., tokens
B-PRICE and O-PRICE). We adjusted the rule-based approach to yield these tags, and using all informa-
tion about the tags, we could unambiguously identify all general values and a list of goods, and form the
receipt contents.

Both BERT models were trained for 30 epochs with a batch size of 20, using the AdamW optim-
izer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017), a learning rate of 2 × 10−5, weight decay of 10−6, 𝛽𝛽1 = 0.9,
𝛽𝛽2 = 0.999, and 𝜀𝜀 = 10−6.

With tags obtained from 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙, we identified the tokens containing numbers
for the values of the receipts. To extract a number from a token, we removed any letters and other
symbols unrelated to the number and replaced the decimal point with a comma if it was represented as a
comma.

4.3.4 Pruning
The MASE metric highly penalizes large errors, even in a small part of the sample, unlike the accuracy
metric. Therefore, we decided to prune large answers. Specifically, for each pair (currency, expression),
we calculated the median 𝑚𝑚, average 𝑎𝑎, and standard deviation 𝑠𝑠 on the corresponding subset of the
training dataset. If an answer exceeded 𝑎𝑎 + 3𝑠𝑠, we replaced it with 𝑚𝑚. We chose the median as the
replacement value because it minimizes the MAE.

4.4 Answer Generator
The answer generator uses an expression based on the question and receipt contents to yield an answer
to the task. First, any missing information on the receipt contents is filled in. For example, if there is
no information about the unit price of a position in a receipt, it is calculated by dividing the total price
by the quantity. After that, all variables in the expression are replaced with their respective values from
the receipt contents. The resulting expression consists only of procedures and numbers, which are then
evaluated. The final value obtained from evaluating this expression is the answer to the task.

5 Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Results on Receipt-AVQA dataset
The T5 model for question processing achieved an absolute quality score of 100% on both the devel-
opment and test subsets, indicating that its performance was flawless and there were no errors or inac-
curacies in its processing of the questions. To explore what questions the model can handle and to what
extent it can generalize, we tested it against a pre-prepared list of questions. The results are presented in
Table 4.

The model sometimes succeeds in generating correct expressions for reformulated questions and un-
known expressions, but it is not reliable for very complex novel structures and wordings as it tends to
imitate known expressions.

The rule-based approach for receipt processing generated all correct answers for 68% of the 1041
receipts in the train subset and for 70% of the 147 receipts in the development subset. These receipts
were used as the training and validation datasets for the BERT approach. The results of both approaches
are presented in Table 1.
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Model Total Amount Count Ratio Accuracy 10%
Rule-Based 0.2230 0.1338 0.3707 0.1645 84.99%

BERT 0.1164 0.0844 0.1020 0.1627 91.45%
OCR+Rule-Based 0.3073 0.2952 0.4106 0.2161 75.41%

OCR+BERT 0.2331 0.3427 0.1573 0.1994 81.91%

Table 1: Results on the test set of Receipt-AVQA (MASE metrics)

The BERT approach outperforms the rule-based one in almost all metrics. This showcases that BERT
is able to generalize its knowledge about the structure and contents of receipts and overcome some of the
disadvantages of the rule-based approach.

Additionally, we provided the time and memory performance of some components A.3.

5.2 Results on FUNSD dataset
The pipeline of our model can be applied to structured information extraction from any kind of document
images (not only receipts). Transformer-based Attribute Extractor component was trained and tested on
FUNSD dataset, which contains form images and corresponding annotations: recognized text, coordin-
ates of regions with text and tags of entities ("header", "question", "answer", "other"). The coordinates of
the boxes (text regions) were used to split the boxes list into lines. The special token "<ln>" was inserted
at the beginning of each line, the special token "<box>" – at the beginning of each box.

BERT-base model was replaced by Longformer-base (Beltagy et al., 2020) to enable processing of
long texts in forms. The model was trained for 30 epochs with a batch size of 20, using the AdamW
optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017), a learning rate of 2 × 10−5, weight decay of 10−6, 𝛽𝛽1 = 0.9,
𝛽𝛽2 = 0.999, and 𝜀𝜀 = 10−6. Attribute Extractor achieves competitive performance (F1=78.4) on FUNSD
dataset (Table 2).

Model F1
UniLMv2-base (Bao et al., 2020) 68.9
UniLMv2-large (Bao et al., 2020) 72.6
Our model 78.4
LayoutLMv2-base (Xu et al., 2020) 82.8
LayoutLMv3-large (Huang et al., 2022) 92.1
ERNIE-Layout-large (Peng et al., 2022) 93.1

Table 2: Results on FUNSD dataset

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a question answering system on document images which is capable of numerical
reasoning over extracted structured data. The proposed architecture of the question answering system
utilizes the structure of independent blocks, each of which can be enhanced or replaced while keeping
other components unchanged. The system includes the following components: OCR, Attribute Extractor,
which finds values of key attributes in text, Question Processor, which defines a numerical reasoning ex-
pression, and Answer Generator. Text recognition is performed using the TrOCR model which generates
text from bounding boxes detected by PP-OCRv3. The Attribute Extractor is based on BERT for token
classification. In the Answer Generator component we applied a rule-based approach and a T5-based
model.

The proposed model achieves competitive performance on FUNSD dataset. Also, the model was
evaluated in the Receipt-AVQA competition, the version with the BERT receipt processor scored MASE
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of 0.1164 on the QA track and MASE of 0.2331 on the VQA track. Additionally, while this is not
reflected in the competition score, we found that T5 is capable of generalization to expression types
unseen in the training set, making the whole scheme more resilient to new question types.
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A Appendix

A.1 Question Processor metadata
An expression consists of variables and procedures. A variable can denote a number (e.g., TOTAL and
CHANGE account for the total amount of purchase and change, respectively) or a list of numbers (e.g.,
PRICES designates a list of unit prices of goods in the same order as they appear in the receipt). There
are two special variables NUM1 and NUM2 for the first and the second number in a question. A proced-
ure designates an operation that should be performed on its arguments. For example, the expression
SUM(FIRST_POSITIONS(NUM1,PRICES)) means «get the first NUM1 elements of the PRICES list and
calculate their sum». The lists of variables and procedures are presented in Table 3.
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Variable Explanation
TOTAL Total amount of purchase

SUBTOT

Total excluding taxes. Used if it is
explicit in the receipt. May not co-
incide with the subtotal inscription
in the receipt

CASH Cash used for payment
CARD Payment by card
TAX Tax amount

CHANGE Change amount
DISCOUNT Amount discounted

ROUND Rounding value
SERVICE Service fee

PRICES
List of unit prices (the same order
as in a receipt)

QUANTITIES
List of quantities (the same order as
in a receipt)

AMOUNTS
List of total prices of positions (the
same order as in a receipt)

NUM1 First number in the question
NUM2 Second number in the question

Procedure Explanation
ADD 𝑎𝑎+ 𝑏𝑏

SUB 𝑎𝑎− 𝑏𝑏

MUL 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏

DIV 𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏

INTDIV [𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 ]

COUNT List length
FIRST_POSITIONS First 𝑛𝑛 elements of a list

IS_ZERO 𝐼𝐼{𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 = 0}

MIN, MAX, SUM
Minimum, maximum
element or sum of
elements of a list

AMIN, AMAX
Position of a minimum
or maximum element

LARGER_THAN,

SMALLER_THAN
Only values larger (smal-
ler) than threshold re-
main in a list

LARGER_EQ_THAN,

SMALLER_EQ_THAN
Only values larger (smal-
ler) or equal to threshold
remain in a list

Table 3: Lists of variables and procedures

A.2 Rule-based approach to numerical data extraction from receipts
At the first stage, the attribute extractor searches the unit price, quantity, and total price for each po-
sition. As different receipts can have different positions, a set of strategies has been developed for
finding the positions of the quantities. For example, one of the strategies detects a good in a line if
the line has the format [QUANTITY] [PRICE] [NAME OF PRODUCT] [TOTAL] [OPTIONAL TAIL],
where each expression in brackets represents a substring in the line. Some strategies handle goods that
occupy two or three lines. The processor iterates over the strategies from more to less specific, and at-
tempts to find goods using the strategy. If it finds one or more goods, it terminates the iteration and yields
parsed goods.

At the second stage, the processor finds general values (such as change or service fee). For each such
value, it iterates over lines and determines whether the lines contain the value. If so, it returns the parsed
quantity. If a line is already occupied by another value or good, it is not considered.

A.3 Model Performance
We measured average time for processing one instance of dataset and GPU memory consumption for
TrOCR, Receipt Processor based on BERT and Question generator based on T5. The results are present
in the Table 5.
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Question Generated expression
In
train

Correct Comment

How much is tax to
total amount ratio?

DIV(TAX,TOTAL) Yes Yes -

Divide tax to total
amount, please?

DIV(TAX,TOTAL) No Yes
The same task
with different
wording

How much is tax di-
vided by total?

TAX No No
Failed to handle
different wording

What is the change
to cash ratio?

DIV(CHANGE,CASH) Yes Yes -

What is the cash to
change ratio?

DIV(CASH,CHANGE) No Yes
Successfully
dealt with argu-
ment order

How many goods in
the 2nd position can
be bought for 300?

INTDIV(NUM2,FROM_TOP(NUM1,PRICES)) Yes Yes -

With 300, How
many goods in the
2nd position can be
bought?

INTDIV(NUM2,FROM_TOP(NUM1,PRICES)) No No
Should have
swapped NUM1
and NUM2

What is the ratio
between price of
the 1st position and
price of the 2nd
position?

DIV(FROM_TOP(NUM1,PRICES),NUM2) No No

Tried to mimic
to the format
of the known
expressions

What is the sum of
prices of the first 4
positions?

SUM(FIRST_POSITIONS(NUM1,AMOUNTS)) Yes Yes -

What is the sum of
prices of the last 4
positions?

SUM(LAST_POSITIONS(NUM1,AMOUNTS)) No Yes

Invented the
unknown
LAST_POSITIONS
operator

How many posi-
tions are with price
lower than 300?

COUNT(SMALLER_THAN(NUM1,PRICES)) Yes Yes -

What is the aver-
age price of po-
sitions with prices
lower than 300?

DIV(SUM(SMALLER_THAN(NUM1,PRICES)),
COUNT(SMALLER_THAN(NUM1,PRICES))

No Yes

Managed to com-
bine known oper-
ators for a novel
query

Table 4: Examples for expression generation with T5. In train column indicates whether the question
(possibly, with other numbers) is present in the train set.

Component GPU Instances per second GPU memory
TrOCR Tesla P100 0.25 8.5 Gb
BERT Receipt Processor Tesla P100 248 4.8 Gb
T5 Question Generator Tesla P100 6.3 1.9 Gb

Table 5: Model components performance
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